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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let SL(n, R), SL(n, Z), and SL(n, p) be th special linear grou 
coefficients in the real numbers, the integers, a the integers mod 
p is a prime (respectively). Let cD~: SL(n, Z) -+ SL(n, p) be the canonical 
projections. In this paper we prove 
THEOREM 1.1. Let n > 2 be an integer. Then there is a proper s~bg~o~~ 
H, of SL(n, Z) generated by n transvections and such that for all ~r~rne~ p 
we have Q,(H) = SL(n, p). Further, N, is free of rank M and is of inf&zi& 
index in SL(n, Z). 
The proof that H, is free involves extending to higher ranks previous 
results concerning conditions under which sets of matrices generate free 
subgroups of SL(2, R) or PSL(2, R). We first review a few sf these ers. 
Let G(m, IZ, p) be the subgroup of SL(2, R) generated by tke matri 
Let G(m, FZ) be the subgroup G(m, n, 0). In 
G(2, 2) is free. Later Brenner [2] generalise 
free for all jmJ 3 2. There are various other ge~era~isat~o~s [I, 3, 5-7, 91~ 
We state the results of Scharlemann: if l/m + l/n + l/p d I, then G(m, n, p) 
is free; however, in the range l/m + l/n + l/p > 1 the values of m, n, p, for 
which G(m, n, p) is not torsion free are dense. Furt 
contained in a rank 2 free discrete subgroup of SL(2, 
(m, n, p) = (4,2,4). We note that the proofs are ge 
relying heavily on strong results in hyperbolic geometry. 
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For 16 i, j 6 n and i E R we let E,(1) be the matrix differing from the 
identity matrix Z,, = (I,,) only in the (i, j) entry, which is Zii + 1. Note that 
for ;1, E R, where 1, = 0, the matrices Ti = Ei,(&,) Ei2(2i2). . . E,(I,) are 
transvections. Let II be the matrix (A,) and note that the matrix n 
completely determines the group generated by the transvections T, , . . . , T,, . 
Our result is 
THEOREM 1.2. The transvections T,, T2, . . . , T,, generate a free group of 
rank n iffor all distinct i, j, k we have 
If S is a set of transvections in SL(n, R), then we will denote the sub- 
group of SL(n, R) which they generate by TV(S). If S= {T,, . . . , T,}, where 
the Ti depend on the coefficients of ,4 as above, we will write the set S as 
S(/d). We note that given any set S of n transvections there is a matrix /i 
such that Tv(S(A)) and TV(S) are isomorphic groups. If M= (mu) is any 
n x n matrix in SL(n, R) and 1 <m d n, then M,, the principal rank m 
minor of M, is the m x m matrix whose (i, j) entry is m, for i, j d m. Let p 
be a prime number. A II x n matrix N= (nV) with integral entries is 
reducible mod p if there is a partition of the set (1,2, . . . , n} into two 
non-empty subsets PI and P, such that for all i E P, and jE P, we have 
nij - 0 mod p. The matrix N is reducible if there is a prime p such that N is 
reducible mod p. We also prove: 
THEOREM 1.3. Let S = { T, , T2, . . . , T,,} be a set of transvections where 
the Ti are as given above. Assume further that il, E Z for all i, j, that 
det(A) = f 1, det(A,) = ) 1, and that A is not reducible. Then for all primes 
p we have @,( TV(S)) = SL(n, p). 
In Section 2 we prove Theorem 1.2. In Section 3 we prove Theorem 1.3 
and show that there exist matrices n which simultaneously satisfy the 
conditions hypothesized in Theorems 1.2 and 1.3. 
2. FREE SUBGROUPS OF SL(n,R) 
Let T,, T,, . . . , T, and /i = (A,) be as in Theorem 1.2. We prove that 
H,(A) = Tv(S(A)) is free of rank n. Represent elements of R” as n x 1 
matrices and let SL(n, R) act on R” in the usual way on the left. To prove 
the result we show that no non-trivial word in T;, . . . , TA (where t denotes 
transpose) is the identity element in SL(n, R). This will clearly give 
Theorem 1.2. We do this by looking at the action of these matrices on R”. 
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Suppose that x = (x1, x2, . . . , x,) E R”. For 1 < i, j < n define i~cq~a~it~~§ 
using the matrix A: 
Rii: jx,&l 32 [xi1 
Let Sk be the set of elements x of R” which satisfy all of the i~eq~al~t~cs 
ii, where if k. Let e, = (0, 0, . . . , e 1 occurs in the 
itb position. We first need to prove 
LEMMA 2.1. The sets Si, 1 d id n, are all non-empty. In fact if p is a 
non-zero integer, then (T:)P (e,) E Si. 
ProojI For 1 < 6 <n and p E 2 let x = (T!)p (ei). 
Now x = (pail, paiz9 . . . ) paii- 1, 1, paii+l, . . . , p/l,). T s for r#s, rfi we 
need to show that Ix,,?,, 1 > 2 Ix, /. If s = i, then we nee to show that 
l,~A,,l,~( <2 /l/, which is clearly true by the conditions on 
heorem 1.2. Now if s # i, then we have to show that 
ut this is also true by the hypotheses on A given in Theorem 1.2. 
~R~~~S~TI~~ 2.2. If p is a non-zero integer an i f j, the% 
(Ty (S,, c s,. 
rooJ Suppose x= (xi, x2, . . . , x,)gSj. e nee to show that 
(Ti)” (x)z(X1 +Ajlxj, ... 2 Xi-1 +/Laj&ljxj, xj: xi;l +&lAi+ljxiy ... 9 X 
p&xi) satis6es all of the inequalities R,,, where k # i. First assume 
1= i. Then by R, (which holds for x since x E S, and j f i) we have 
l~dx, +Akxi)l 2 ILki (l~Akxjl - lxkl) 
3 I&il blPhcxi/ - W&l/~~ 
3 ia,dikxii/2 
>2 jxil. 
Thus (T!)p(x) E Si as required. 
Now assume that If i and k # i. We need to show 
iadx, -i- P~ikXi)i 2 2 1x1-k bLxil 
Now for the left hand side of this inequality we have (using 
l~,,bk +PAikxi)l 2 lJ.k~l (IPAikXil- IXklI 
2 i.-wdhi ~VI - $1. 
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For the right hand side of the inequality we have (by Ru) 
2 Ix,+PLxiI G2(lx,l + IP&lXil) 
6 2 IAilxil (1111 + +). 
Thus we are done if 
Now note that since ,U is a non-zero integer the expression 
2(lPl + tMlPl - 4, 
has a maximum value of six. By the conditions on A we have 
This proves Proposition 2.2. 
Theorem 1.2 now follows since if CI is a word in T;, . . . , TL whose first 
letter is a power of T\, then c$ei) E Sk for some k (by Propositions 2.1 and 
2.2). Now note that ej does not belong to any of the sets Sk and so 
ti(ei) #ej. Thus a cannot be the identity. This concludes the proof of 
Theorem 1.2. 1 
Remark. We remark that a slight improvement is possible: using the 
inequalities IxiAii I 3 (1 + a) I x, one can prove that Theorem 1.2 is true if I 
instead we have IA,& I > (3 + 2 a) 111, I.
3. CONDITIONS FOR GENERATING SL(n, p) 
Let S=S(A)={T,,..., T,} be a set of transvections in SL(n, 2). In this 
section we find conditions on the transvections in S such that for all primes 
p we have @,(Tv(S)) = SL(n, p). To do this we will use results of [4]. We 
first explain some of the methods and results of [4]. Whenever we refer to 
transvections we will assume that they lie in SL(n, 2) unless otherwise 
stated. Each transvection T will be represented as a pair (rp, d), where 
dE Z”, CP E Z”* (the dual space of Z”) with q(d) = 0 and T(x) =x + q(x) d. 
We note that conjugates of transvections are also transvections. 
Let S= (T,, . . . , T,} be a set of transvections where T, = (cpl, d,), . . . , 
T, = (cp,, d,) and associate to the set S the matrix M(S) = (q,(d,)). If 
S= S(/i), then we have M(S) = A Now given any n x y1 matrix M= (au) 
we let G(M) be the directed graph with vertices ul, . . . , v, and a directed 
edge between vi and V~ if and only if aii # 0. In particular, if M = M(S), 
then we will also denote G(M(S)) by G(S) an we will identify the vertices d 
v with T,, . . . Tn. The graph G( to be pat~-co~~e~ted 
~~~~~~c 9s a di~ected’path between any two vertices of G(M). 
Let s’ be another set of tra~svect~on§ in SL(n, Z). Then an ~~@~~~~~~~~ 
~-~~~~~~~~~ce is a surjection f: S + s’ such that there are Ti, Tj E s and 
.ffTk) = {gy* * f * 
ii ; 2 5. 
e denote such an f by t$. These generate the eq~i~a~e~c~ relation of 
f-equivalence. The matrices M(S) and the graphs G(S) are acted on 
ces in the following natural way: let S be a t-~~~i~a~e~~~ a 
@I) = Mf(S))> .f(G(slt = W(S)). 
~~~P~S~~~~~ 3.1 [43. Let f: s -+ s’ be a t-e~~~va~e~~@. Then we have 
(a) Tv(f(S)) = TV(s); 
(ii) det(~(~(~)}) = det(M(S)); ana” 
(iii) G(f (S)) is ~at~-co~~e~ted if and mly if G(S) is 
An n x n matrix M= fag) (or the graph ~(~~~ is ~~~-~~.9~~i~~~~~~ i 
there are indices k, 1 such that akl = 0 and alk # 0. We may now state the 
main result of [4]: 
(11 ee(M(S)) # 0 mod p; 
(2) G(S) is path-connected; and 
(3) there is a t-equivalence f: S + s’, where G(S’) is ~~e-~~y-d~~ecte~~. 
We now come to the proof of Theorem 1.3. Et wiH1 be su 
that S’? A =M(@,(S)) and @Q,(S)) sa 
Theorem 3.2 for each prime number p. Since 
(1). Condition (2) is equivalent to saying that A is not r 
prime. For (3) we first note that det(A,) = ;112&3/231 
so if iLIz ~0 mod p or I,, ~0 mod p, then d,, f mod p or 
I A,, ZE 0 mod p (respectively). Thus we may now a~~~rne that LIZ, ii,, & 
0 mod p. Now it easily follows from the de~~~t~o~ of iii that, 
(3, 2) entry of both t?*(A) an$ t&(A,) is i,,, C$lz~i~l 
choose p so that this entry is congruent to zero mod p. Let t&(/n,) = (K,~). 
note that by Proposition 3.1 and the above ~~te~~~ati~~ of det(A,), 
481/116!1-l! 
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This shows that q3 is not congruent to zero mod p. Now rc32 I 0 mod p by 
construction and so t&(n,) is one-way-directed when the coefficients are 
taken mod p. But &(A,) = (&(A)), and so &(/1) is one-way-directed. 
Thus X! satisfies condition (3) for all primes p.‘This proves Theorem 1.3. 
Let HP: 2 -+ Z/pZ be the canonical projection. A n x ra matrix A with 
coefficients in Z[x J is ~~erni-co~~rn~-h~muge~eous if all of its diagonal entries 
are zero and all other entries of the ith column are polynomials of the same 
degree dj > 0. If ,D is a real number, then A(p) is the matrix obtained from 
A by substituting x = p. 
THEOREM 3.3. Fur n > 2 there exists a matrix A with entries in Z[X J ami 
such that for a!/ sufficiently Iarge integers p, A(p) = (A,), where 
(1) A is semi-column-homogeneous; 
(2) det(n) = 1; 
(3) det(rl,) = 1; 
(4) G(n, (A(p))) is path-connected fur all primes p; 
(5) A(p) is not reducible; 
(6) In,nj~I/ln,I > 6 for all distinct i, j, k; 
(7) lafj+jil a4. 
ProoJ: The nice property of semi-~~lurnn-homogeneous matrices is that 
for any sufficient large value of x they satisfy conditions (6) and (7) in the 
above Theorem since n,lz,, is a polynomial in x of degree dj + dk and llik 
is a polynomial in x of degree dk cd, + dk. Theorem 3.3 is proved by 
induction on n > 2. For the case n = 3 the foilowing matrix will suffice: 
Conditions (l)-(7) are easily verified for this matrix. Now suppose that 
n = (2,) is a n x n matrix, n > 2, satisfying conditions (l)-(7) above. Let 
rl, . . . , rn be the rows of/i and define A’ to be the following (n + 1) x (n + 1) 
matrix: 
. . . 
. . . 
kr, + r2 + . I ’ + rn 
a, 
0 
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where k is a large integer and a,, . . . , a, E Z[.x] are yet to 
Now for k sufficiently large it is clear that each of the (n + 
~o~y~ornials of degree d, for 1 < i < n + 1. If the (n $ I, 1 
of degree d,, then it is easily seen that replacing t 
by kr, + r2 + . . . + Y,- r -r, will remedy the situati 
d~terrni~a~t of A’ by the (n + 1)th column we obtarn 
where ci = & 1. Since n > 2 it is easy to see that t 
iynomials a,, . . . , ok,, such that det(A’) = 1. In fact we 
me a,, . ..) 62,-z. We now show that A’ satisfies condi 
remarks at the beginning of this proof we may assume that 
). Clearly A’ satisfies (I J-(3). For (4) we may 
r each prime p the graph G(& (A )) is pat 
(A’)) were not path-connected, then either the (n + 1 
)th column would have to be congruent to zero mod p 
not have det(A’) = 1, a contradiction. This shows that 
connected for all primes p. 
e now prove (5). Suppose that A’ is reducible module some prrme p 
Pi be a partition of (1, 2, . . . , n, n + 3 ) such that ,i, 3.s 9mod p 
for all z’EP; and jEP;. 
induction. Thus we have either Pi = (n + I> or 
we have Pi = {n+ I>. Then .d,m,,j~omodp 
this shows that det(A’) i 1. Similarly if P; 
et(A’) St 1. This contradiction shows that 
we have completed the proof of Theorem 3.3. 
To conclude the proof of Theorem 1.1 we need only show that the sub- 
are of infinite index in SL(n, Z). L 
all upper triangular matrices in SL(n, Z)~ 
and free and so is cyclic. Thus H, carmot 
The author thanks the referee and the editor for their very useful comments. 
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